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Summary
Background As of December 31, 2020, Brazil had the second-highest burden of COVID-19 worldwide. Given the
absence of federal government coordination, it was up to the local governments to maintain healthcare provision for
non-COVID health issues. In this descriptive study, we aimed to discuss the SUS functionality and resilience,
describing the impact of the pandemic on non-COVID health services delivery while considering the regional
inequalities of the allocation of financing health system, health infrastructure and health workforce.
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Methods We used input-output framework based on the World Health Organization (WHO) Health System Building Blocks to estimate health system functionality and resilience. An ecological assessment was designed to calculated mean relative changes to compare the first year of the pandemic in Brazil with the previous one. All data used
in this study were anonymized and made available by the Brazilian Ministry of Health. Input indicators were categorized in health system financing (federal funding received as well as expenditure of both state and city governments),
health system’s infrastructure (hospital beds) and health workforce (healthcare workers positions). Output indicators
were categorized into nine different groups of service delivery procedures. To explore the relationship between the
variation in procedures with socioeconomic conditions, we used the Socioeconomic Vulnerability Index (SVI).
Findings State governments had a 38¢6% increase in federal transfers, while municipal governments had a 33¢9%
increase. The increase of ICU beds reached its peak in the third quarter of 2020, averaging 72¢1% by the end of the
year. The country also saw an increase in jobs for registered nurses (13¢6%), nurse assistants (8¢5%), physiotherapists (7¢9%), and medical doctors (4¢9%). All procedures underwent expressive reduction: Screenings ( 42¢6%);
Diagnostic procedures ( 28¢9%); Physician appointments ( 42¢5%); Low and medium complexity surgeries
( 59¢7%); High complexity surgeries ( 27¢9%); Transplants ( 44¢7%); Treatments and clinical procedures due to
injuries of external causes ( 19¢1%); Irrepressible procedures ( 8¢5%); and Childbirths ( 12¢6%). The most significant drop in procedures happened in the first quarter of the pandemic, followed by progressive increase; most
regions had not yet recovered by the end of 2020. State-level changes in numbers of procedures point towards a negative trend with SVI.
Interpretation The Brazilian Government did not consider that socioeconomically vulnerable states were at a higher
risk of being impacted by the overburden of the health system caused by the COVID-19, which resulted in poorer
health system functionality for those vulnerable states. The lack of proper planning to improve health system resilience resulted in the decrease of a quarter of the amount of healthcare procedures increasing the already existing
health disparities in the country.
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Registering more than 36¢55 cases and 0¢93 deaths per
thousand inhabitants as of December 31, 2020, Brazil
had the second-highest burden of coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) worldwide. In 2021, as of October 1st,
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Research in context
Evidence before this study
The response and impact of COVID-19 in the health system are widely discussed in the Brazilian media. However, few quantitative studies have systematically
assessed these topics. They usually focus on a speciﬁc
procedure or groups of procedures performed in a particular disease or condition. We used the search terms
“Brazil,” “COVID-19,” “response,” “health system impact,"
“inequalities,” “procedures,” and synonyms to search
Google Scholar and PubMed up to March 1, 2021, to
identify relevant studies published in English or Portuguese. The few studies that approached the topic have
focused on a limited number of procedures or speciﬁc
regions and populations.
Added value of this study
Our study provides novel evidence on the possible
determinants of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the Brazilian health system while discussing it
through the lenses of health system resilience and geographical inequalities. We use an extensive set of microlevel data from ofﬁcial governmental sources. This study
shed light on the wildly speculated subject that is the
performance of the public health system during the ﬁrst
year of the COVID-19 pandemic. We identify patterns
relevant to policy design and epidemiological assessments in Brazil and elsewhere. Most notably, we found
that the acute shock brought to the Brazilian public
health system by the COVID-19 epidemic resulted in an
acute drop in non-covid healthcare procedures in the
country despite the increase in human, physical, and
ﬁnancial resources. We also show that the distribution
of resources did not prioritize the most vulnerable
states, which were the most affected by the drop in
procedures.
Implications of all the available evidence
Similar discussions and concerns are starting to emerge
in other countries, especially in Low- and MiddleIncome Countries. Delays in diagnosis and treatment
burden the historically underfunded health systems of
countries with vast inequalities. Socioeconomically vulnerable populations face a greater risk of being
impacted by this hidden wave. Policymakers should be
aware that this scenario will continue to happen as
COVID-19 is a major threat to health system and populations. Thus, allocating resources in socioeconomically
vulnerable regions is imperative to reduce avoidable
deaths in the near future.

the country recorded more 402,220 deaths caused by
COVID-19, the highest number in the world. Federal
government omissions in the management of the crises, obstruction of measures to control the spread of the
virus, and usage of fake news to discredit regional and
local health authorities were described as critical to the
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disastrous impact of COVID-19 in Brazil.1 On the other
hand, state and municipal governments have taken a
leading role in the health system response to the pandemic at the local level under highly unequal
conditions.2
With a population of 211 million in 2019, Brazil has
the 6th largest population globally. Its 8¢5 million km2
is divided into five regions (North, Northeast, Southeast,
South, and Center-West), 27 Federative Units (UF) comprised of 26 states and the country's capital city,
Brasılia, and 5570 municipalities. The country's health
system, Sistema Unico de Sa
ude (SUS), was founded
after the 1988 Constitution approved its organizational
principles - universality, comprehensiveness, and social
participation − following the guidelines defined by the
Brazilian sanitary movement. The SUS is the primary
source of care for 75% of the population (Table 1).3 Since
its beginnings, health system management has been
decentralized to municipal governments.4 Health
Regions were later created to group neighboring municipalities to integrate and organize the planning and the
proper rendering of health actions and services.5
Despite its continental dimensions and high socioeconomic inequalities, Brazil's universal and decentralized system and previous well-successful experiences
with other public health emergencies could have been
advantageous for a more resilient response to the pandemic.6 The concept of resilience is used in studies of
health systems to analyze the capacity to absorb the
impacts of external shocks caused by epidemics, natural
disasters, economic crises, or other causes without altering its operations and avoiding an increase of unmet
health needs for different reasons.7 During the COVID19 event, health systems resilience is used to benchmark country responses to the pandemic, offering
important lessons for strengthening health systems.8
During previous epidemics in Brazil, such as those
caused by Influenza (2009) and Zika (2015), health system interventions changed the course of the outbreaks.
National coordination of the SUS led by the Ministry of
Health (MoH) and local interventions implemented by
the public health staff and Primary Health Care (PHC)
teams linked to municipal governments were crucial for
the responses.9,10 However, since 2015, SUS's capacity
has been weakened by economic and political factors.
The 2014 financial crisis was followed by long-term fiscal austerity policies implemented in 2016, aggravating
the chronic public health underfunding and undermining the health system's reach.11 Furthermore, Bolsonaro's government replaced MoH experts with military
personnel without prior public health expertise, causing
significant damage to the SUS's national coordination.12
Given the absence of federal government coordination, state and municipal managers had to build strategies to face the pandemic. It was up to the local
governments to maintain healthcare provision for nonCOVID health issues. Examining Brazil’s and Mexico’s
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COVID-19
REGION

Pop*
(/ 1M)

Size
(/100,000 km2)

SUS dependent*
(%)

Gini*

Cases
(/1000)

Deaths
(/1000)

North

18.43

38.54

89.6

0.537

46.64

0.98

Northeast

57.07

15.58

87.8

0.559

33.26

0.84

Southeast

88.37

9.25

64.9

0.527

30.42

1.01

South

29.98

5.76

75.4

0.467

45.33

0.74

Center-West

16.30

16.12

78.0

0.513

53.75

1.10

Brazil

210.15

85.25

75.8

0.543

36.55

0.93

Table 1: Demographic and social indicators (2019) and epidemiological indicators on COVID-19 (2020).
*Data from 2019

response to COVID-19 Knaul et al introduced the concept of “Punt Politics” when national leaders in federal
systems defer or deflect responsibility for health systems decision-making to sub-national entities without
evidence or coordination, reducing health system functionality and contributing to excess mortality.13 In this
ecological study, we aimed to discuss the SUS functionality and resilience by exploring the pandemic's impact
on non-COVID health procedures. We first described
changes in input indicators of health system financing,
infrastructure and workforce and then analyzed output
indicators of healthcare utilization during 2020 compared to the previous year. We also explored the relationship between the variation in number of procedures
and socioeconomic conditions.

Methods
We used an input-output framework based on the
World Health Organization (WHO) Health System
Building Blocks elements to estimate health system
functionality and resilience.14 We designed an ecological assessment that compares the quarters of the first
year of the pandemic in Brazil with the respective quarters of the previous year. This decision was taken to
account for seasonal variations within the service provision data. We opted not to use other approaches such as
the mean values of previous years because we believe
that the continuous decline of healthcare production
since the economic crises of 2016 would inflate the estimates, not reflecting the scenario that SUS was facing
immediately before the pandemic. Throughout the text,
we often refer to 2019 as the “pre-pandemic” period
and 2020 as the “pandemic” period. All data presented
in this study are anonymized and made available by the
Brazilian MoH through its open data repository
(https://datasus.saude.gov.br/) and were downloaded in
June 2021.

Input-indicators
Health financing: We gathered information on governmental fund transfers from the Information System on
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Public Health Budgets (SIOPS). The SIOPS dataset contains all Federal funds transfers to state and municipal
governments and their expenditures.
Health infrastructure: We used the Brazilian
National Registry of Health Facilities (CNES) to obtain
data on hospital beds and healthcare workers. We
divided hospital beds into two groups, Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) hospital beds and other hospital beds.
Health workforce: We extracted the mean values of
medical doctors, registered nurses, nursing assistants,
and physiotherapists for the period. Healthcare workers
were grouped using the Brazilian Classification of Occupations (CBO) identification numbers. The CNES database enables the identification of workers through their
National Health Registry number, which allows to estimate the total of individuals employed and on contract,
thus permitting to estimate the average number of job
positions occupied by individuals. We did not filter the
workers data by their role in the establishment.

Output-indicators
Health service delivery: Data on procedures are available
monthly through the Outpatient Information System
(SIA) and the Hospital Information System (SIH). The
data used here contain the most up to date information
as of June 2021, in order to avoid the usual 16-week
delay in reporting. Once registered on the Brazilian
health system, every procedure has an identification
number. The health facility that performs the procedure
needs to register details about it and provide information on the patients and their health conditions, using
standardized forms, to receive payment for the procedure performed. The registration quality of some
groups of procedures may vary according to financial
incentives and convenience.
We created nine groups of procedures: diagnostic
(diagnostical procedures such as radiology, magnetic
resonance, or tomography), screening (cytopathological
investigations, ultrasonography, endoscopies, and radiological interventions), irrepressible (oncological and
nephrological treatments), physician appointments (all
appointments with physicians and clinical treatments),
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low and medium complexity surgeries (all surgeries that
did not require hospital admissions), high complexity
surgeries (surgeries that required hospital admissions),
transplants, external causes (treatments of injuries and
accidents), and childbirths. A more thorough explanation of how the groups were created can be found on
Supplementary Table 1. We excluded all COVID-related
procedures from our analysis in order to focus on the
impact on other conditions. We did this by explicitly
excluding COVID-19 procedures (Supplementary Table
1) and excluding procedures that listed the ICD10 codes
U071, U072, B342 or U04 as the primary diagnosis.

Socioeconomic vulnerability index
To explore the relationship between the variation in procedures with socioeconomic conditions, we used the
Socioeconomic Vulnerability Index (SVI) created by
Rocha et al.15 The SVI ranges from 0 (least vulnerable)
to 1 (most vulnerable) and was created by applying statelevel socioeconomic indicators to a principal component
analysis model.15
The mentioned datasets contain standardized geolocation codes for all the observations. The total number
of procedures was obtained by calculating the sum of
procedures conducted during each period; we used averages to assess the numbers of hospital beds and health
workers. We aggregated procedures according to the
municipality where the patient lived; when this information was not available, we used the information
regarding the city where the procedure was performed.
Lastly, to create the figures, we aggregated all variables
at the Regional level. We aggregated all variables at the
state and country levels to create the tables.
Municipal population estimates by municipality and
year provided by the Brazilian Institute of Geography
and Statistics (IBGE) were aggregated at the Health
Region level. Monthly population estimates were calculated using linear interpolation, and rates per 10¢000
inhabitants were calculated for all indicators and Health
Regions. We used the relative change in percentages to
estimate the increase or decrease of our indicators. All
estimates and figures were generated using Stata v15¢1.

had states (Acre and Amapa) where the state administration received fewer funds than the municipal administration of the same state. State administrations
received a total of 29¢8 billion reais in 2020, a 38¢6%
increase from 2019. Meanwhile, municipal administrations received 85¢3 billion, which represents a 33¢9%
increase. States increased at least 11% (Roraima), and
the states where municipalities experienced the lowest proportional increase was Rio de Janeiro, with
only a 19% increase. The cities on the State of Minas
Gerais received nine times what was given to the
state (Table 2).
Disparities are also reflected in the expenditure profile of governmental spheres. States spent less than
municipalities, but their expenditures were almost 3%
higher. The state administration of Roraima, Sergipe,
Minas Gerais, and Espirito Santo spent less on health in
2020 than they did in 2019, even though their budget
increased. The expenditure of the municipal administration increased in almost all states, with the only
exception of Rio de Janeiro and Parana. The proportional increase in expenses was modest compared with
the increase in federal transfers (Table 2). When combined, we see that the federal transfers were somewhat
egalitarian among federative units. However, their
expenditure was not. The increase in spending was
higher in more vulnerable regions (Figure 1).

Health system infrastructure
The increase of ICU beds reached its peak in the third
quarter (Figure 2), averaging an increase of 72¢1% by
the end of 2020¢ The state that experienced the lowest
growth was Rio de Janeiro, increasing by only 45¢3%
(Table 3). The North Region experienced the most significant mean increase in ICU beds. At the same time,
the Center-West was the only region that, on average,
maintained its rate of increase of ICU beds during the
fourth quarter. The large interquartile ranges in the
third quarter of the North region point to an unequal
distribution of resources among its Health Regions
(Figure 2). The increase of other hospital beds was moderate, and some Health Regions experienced a reduction in those resources.

Role of the funding source
The funding agency had no role in data collection, analysis, interpretation, or writing this manuscript.

Results
Health system ﬁnancing
In 2020, the proportional increase in federal transfers
to states was 5% higher than the increase in federal
transfers to municipalities. Collectively, the total
received by municipalities was almost three times the
amount received by the states. Only the North region
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Health system workforce
Parallel to the evident increase in ICU beds, although of
a lower magnitude, was the increase in human resources jobs availability. The COVID-19 pandemic generated
an increase in job positions of registered nurses
(13¢6%), nurse assistants (8¢5%), physiotherapists
(7¢9%), and medical doctors (4¢9%) in the country. The
increase in the number of healthcare workers was
minor. There is a continuous upward trend in all groups
of health professions since 2018, with a slight increase
after the first quarter of 2020 for nursing assistants,
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STATE

NORTH

NORTHEAST

Federal Transfer

Expenditure

State
/R$100M
(R.C.%)

Mun.
/ R$100M
(R.C.%)

Tot
/ R$100M
(R.C.%)

State
/ R$100M
(R.C.%)

Mun
/ R$100M
(R.C.%)

Tot.
/ R$100M
(R.C.%)

Rond^
onia

3¢93 (35¢64)

6¢15 (36¢08)

10¢08 (35¢90)

9¢11 (6¢66)

6¢61 (7¢14)

15¢72 (6¢90)

Acre

3¢79 (47¢68)

2¢29 (28¢11)

6¢08 (39¢64)

6¢83 (5¢81)

1¢89 (5¢84)

8¢73 (5¢85)

Amazonas

7¢25 (50¢77)

12¢58 (49¢16)

19¢83 (49¢74)

24¢86 (30¢21)

13¢44 (13¢95)

38¢31 (23¢83)

Roraima

2¢05 (11¢41)

2¢13 (30¢56)

4¢18 (20¢40)

5¢69 ( 7¢67)

2¢04 (10¢13)

7¢73 ( 2¢75)

Para

9¢88 (88¢67)

29¢72 (29¢79)

39¢60 (40¢75)

28¢06 (15¢81)

22¢72 (10¢70)

50¢78 (13¢50)

Amapa

2¢92 (44¢94)

2¢69 (73¢49)

5¢61 (57¢34)

8¢36 (40¢90)

1¢44 (0¢28)

9¢80 (33¢08)

Tocantins

5¢21 (46¢58)

7¢32 (26¢48)

12¢52 (34¢12)

11¢85 ( 3¢53)

5¢92 (12¢85)

17¢77 (1¢40)

Maranh~ao

7¢00 (70¢57)

32¢65 (18¢36)

39¢65 (25¢12)

20¢24 (3¢40)

17¢54 (11¢22)

37¢78 (6¢33)

Piauí

4¢35 (23¢63)

20¢74 (38¢72)

25¢09 (35¢85)

13¢53 (33¢38)

12¢98 (11¢00)

26¢51 (21¢09)

Ceara

10¢52 (49¢02)

46¢32 (33¢69)

56¢84 (36¢29)

30¢95 (18¢01)

30¢22 (6¢42)

61¢18 (12¢00)

Rio Grande do

4¢98 (51¢98)

16¢77 (41¢47)

21¢75 (43¢75)

13¢37 (16¢84)

14¢48 (10¢98)

27¢85 (13¢74)

Paraíba

3¢47 (81¢92)

24¢01 (34¢05)

27¢49 (38¢66)

12¢18 (1¢56)

12¢49 (6¢73)

24¢67 (4¢13)

Pernambuco

22¢52 (36¢81)

34¢23 (29¢17)

56¢75 (32¢10)

36¢66 (9¢84)

27¢94 (5¢95)

64¢60 (8¢14)

Alagoas

3¢80 (65¢10)

18¢82 (21¢06)

22¢61 (26¢73)

10¢51 (4¢46)

9¢08 (2¢62)

19¢59 (3¢61)

Sergipe

5¢42 (49¢13)

9¢17 (34¢16)

14¢60 (39¢36)

8¢98 ( 0¢42)

7¢28 (6¢89)

16¢26 (2¢74)

Bahia

23¢08 (30¢80)

59¢06 (33¢70)

82¢15 (32¢87)

41¢42 (1¢95)

47¢23 (8¢33)

88¢65 (5¢28)

Norte

SOUTHEAST

SOUTH

Minas Gerais

12¢48 (32¢38)

116¢46 (36¢95)

128¢93 (36¢49)

66¢07 ( 2¢25)

108¢50 (8¢49)

174¢57 (4¢19)

Espírito Santo

10¢21 (26¢57)

11¢20 (54¢03)

21¢41 (39¢59)

19¢58 ( 3¢17)

15¢74 (2¢29)

35¢32 ( 0¢78)

Rio de Janeiro

11¢55 (57¢82)

69¢16 (19¢44)

80¢71 (23¢75)

51¢91 (3¢20)

70¢44 ( 6¢00)

122¢35 ( 2¢28)

S~ao Paulo

73¢26 (33¢67)

138¢95 (38¢33)

212¢21 (36¢68)

188¢54 (4¢48)

323¢42 (6¢85)

511¢96 (6¢00)

Parana

18¢42 (21¢53)

46¢63 (39¢91)

65¢05 (34¢17)

41¢90 (5¢39)

57¢34 ( 2¢93)

99¢24 (0¢44)

Santa Catarina

9¢33 (29¢29)

32¢84 (34¢91)

42¢17 (33¢62)

33¢06 (13¢71)

40¢39 (1¢28)

73¢45 (6¢56)

Rio Grande do

18¢16 (54¢60)

49¢08 (44¢03)

67¢24 (46¢74)

42¢99 (0¢93)

53¢85 (1¢05)

96¢84 (1¢02)

3¢30 (63¢23)

15¢26 (37¢11)

18¢57 (41¢13)

15¢65 (13¢91)

17¢39 (1¢06)

33¢04 (6¢80)

Mato Grosso

4¢09 (27¢48)

15¢66 (27¢80)

19¢74 (27¢73)

17¢54 (10¢84)

21¢56 (12¢40)

39¢10 (11¢74)

Goias

5¢11 (34¢29)

33¢78 (35¢34)

38¢89 (35¢21)

24¢77 (5¢33)

28¢28 (7¢11)

53¢05 (6¢32)

Distrito

12¢13 (24¢83)

-

-

-

-

15¢72 (6¢90)

298¢22 (38¢58)

853¢67 (33¢89)

1151¢9 (35¢07)

784¢64 (8¢34)

970¢21 (5¢79)

1754¢85 (5¢66)

Sul
CENTER-WEST

Mato Grosso
do Sul

Federal
BRAZIL

Table 2: Federal transfers and expenditure made by the administrative sphere’s own resources in 2020 and relative change in relation to
2019.

physiotherapists, and registered nurses. This effect is
less evident in medical doctors (Figure 3). A decrease in
healthcare jobs happened in only two states: Rio de
Janeiro, which lost 0¢3% of its physiotherapist positions
and 4¢3% of its medical doctors' jobs, and Piauı, which
lost 0¢4% of its medical doctors' positions (Table 3)

Health system delivery
In 2020, Screenings ( 42¢6%); Diagnostic procedures
(28¢9%); Physician appointments ( 42¢5%); Low and
medium complexity surgeries (59¢7%); High complexity
surgeries ( 27¢9%); Transplants ( 44¢7%); Treatments
and clinical procedures due to injuries of external cause
( 19¢1%); Irrepressible procedures (-8¢5%); Childbirths
( 12¢6%); and all other procedures ( 15¢5%) suffered a
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gradual reduction in all quarters. Collectively, the country saw a quarter reduction in its healthcare production
(Table 4). A larger drop is seen in screenings, appointments with physicians, high complexity surgeries,
transplants, low and medium complexity surgeries, and
diagnostic procedures.
Surgeries of low and medium complexity, transplants, and screening procedures were the most
affected, with most states experiencing a reduction of
more than 50% throughout 2020¢ Treatments and clinical procedures due to external cause injuries experienced a slow but steady decline in all regions. The same
pattern is seen in childbirths, and irrepressible procedures were also affected, especially in the Northern
region. The prevalent pattern throughout the year was
one of an inverted "J," showing a strong contraction
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Figure 1. Correlations between Socioeconomic Vulnerability Index and relative change of federal transfers and expenditure with
own resource by UF. *Signiﬁcant at the 5% level.

during the second quarter with a gradual recovery in the
third and fourth quarters, but insufficient to go back to
the pre-pandemic production. Low and medium-complexity surgeries were the exception, with almost no
recovery achieved during the period (Figure 4).
Scatter plots of state-level changes in numbers of
procedures point towards a negative trend with SVI,

meaning that more vulnerable states experienced a
more considerable drop in screenings, physician
appointments, surgeries of high complexity, transplants, childbirths, and diagnostic procedures. The
impact in procedures and treatments for external causes
and low and medium complexity surgeries doesn't
appear to correlate with SVI. Irrepressible procedures

Figure 2. Relative change distribution of hospital beds rates in health regions by major region and quarter.
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STATE

NORTH

NORTHEAST

SOUTHEAST

SOUTH

CENTER-WEST

Hospital Beds

Health Workers

ICU

Other

Nurses

Nursing Assistants

Physiotherapists

Medical Doctors

Rond^
onia

0¢25 (83¢7)

2¢67 (0¢6)

1¢72 (22¢7)

4¢75 (16¢6)

0¢50 (23¢5)

3¢55 (9¢0)

Acre

0¢17 (232¢0)

1¢97 (7¢4)

1¢58 (8¢0)

3¢85 (10¢3)

0¢34 (19¢0)

2¢84 (8¢0)

Amazonas

0¢14 (102¢9)

1¢58 (3¢0)

1¢51 (19¢7)

4¢11 (13¢0)

0¢23 (16¢8)

3¢41 (14¢6)

Roraima

0¢12 (185¢7)

2¢50 (29¢3)

1¢99 (18¢6)

6¢38 (9¢4)

0¢45 (13¢5)

3¢57 (16¢0)

Para

0¢15 (97¢4)

1¢87 (5¢0)

1¢03 (14¢4)

2¢65 (10¢8)

0¢25 (2¢5)

2¢02 (0¢7)

Amapa

0¢13 (144¢2)

1¢60 (11¢6)

1¢52 (15¢8)

5¢09 (5¢9)

0¢51 (9¢2)

2¢05 (6¢0)

Tocantins

0¢19 (136¢3)

2¢07 ( 2¢3)

2¢30 (11¢5)

5¢29 (9¢2)

0¢58 (6¢9)

3¢33 (6¢9)

Maranh~ao

0¢14 (79¢7)

2¢18 (7¢3)

1¢42 (12¢5)

3¢30 (6¢6)

0¢32 (16¢1)

1¢83 (7¢6)

Piauí

0¢18 (147¢9)

2¢55 (6¢3)

1¢62 (16¢9)

3¢91 (9¢9)

0¢60 (0¢0)

2¢72 ( 0¢4)

Ceara

0¢18 (101¢1)

2¢28 (6¢5)

1¢60 (18¢2)

2¢78 (13¢9)

0¢48 (15¢1)

3¢46 (10¢2)

Rio Grande do Norte

0¢24 (99¢2)

2¢30 (5¢6)

1¢47 (12¢9)

3¢80 (8¢0)

0¢43 (8¢3)

4¢06 (6¢6)

Paraíba

0¢18 (60¢9)

2¢26 (3¢6)

1¢93 (7¢3)

3¢23 (5¢0)

0¢63 (5¢9)

3¢68 (6¢6)

Pernambuco

0¢28 (82¢1)

2¢53 (8¢1)

1¢69 (14¢2)

4¢20 (9¢5)

0¢46 (9¢8)

3¢92 (1¢1)

Alagoas

0¢16 (83¢0)

2¢09 (13¢3)

1¢44 (18¢3)

3¢42 (8¢6)

0¢59 (13¢2)

3¢94 (9¢3)

Sergipe

0¢20 (95¢1)

1¢62 (10¢1)

1¢41 (16¢5)

3¢91 (8¢1)

0¢46 (6¢8)

5¢27 (3¢5)

Bahia

0¢19 (91¢9)

2¢11 (2¢8)

1¢72 (14¢5)

3¢50 (9¢9)

0¢54 (12¢0)

4¢15 (7¢3)
8¢34 (6¢8)

Minas Gerais

0¢25 (75¢7)

2¢14 (4¢7)

1¢66 (13¢0)

4¢48 (8¢7)

0¢69 (6¢9)

Espírito Santo

0¢36 (86¢8)

2¢20 ( 1¢1)

1¢77 (14¢9)

4¢46 (10¢3)

0¢57 (0¢9)

5¢87 ( 0¢9)

Rio de Janeiro

0¢38 (45¢3)

2¢30 ( 2¢2)

1¢92 (11¢3)

4¢58 (4¢7)

0¢59 ( 0¢3)

5¢14 ( 4¢3)

S~ao Paulo

0¢30 (67¢8)

2¢22 (2¢8)

1¢83 (12¢1)

4¢98 (7¢2)

0¢57 (8¢6)

7¢71 (3¢6)

Parana

0¢26 (47¢1)

2¢58 (1¢4)

1¢67 (14¢4)

4¢05 (10¢1)

0¢64 (6¢5)

7¢48 (9¢5)

Santa Catarina

0¢23 (101¢7)

2¢23 ( 1¢2)

1¢80 (20¢1)

4¢26 (13¢6)

0¢66 (5¢9)

8¢48 (7¢4)

Rio Grande do Sul

0¢23 (66¢0)

2¢79 ( 0¢4)

1¢84 (11¢9)

5¢01 (7¢9)

0¢62 (5¢3)

7¢63 (4¢9)

Mato Grosso do Sul

0¢23 (80¢8)

2¢19 (1¢9)

1¢80 (8¢6)

4¢12 (8¢1)

0¢57 (5¢6)

6¢20 (3¢5)

Mato Grosso

0¢28 (65¢5)

2¢22 ( 1¢2)

1¢65 (19¢8)

3¢83 (11¢4)

0¢52 (17¢3)

4¢37 (8¢2)

Goias

0¢24 (65¢1)

2¢67 (3¢6)

1¢34 (13¢1)

3¢29 (7¢4)

0¢45 (9¢2)

4¢68 (6¢5)

Distrito Federal

0¢54 (80¢2)

2¢76 (5¢3)

2¢55 (14¢8)

6¢98 (9¢6)

0¢89 (22¢8)

7¢94 (12¢2)

BRAZIL

0¢25 (72¢1)

2¢27 (3¢0)

1¢71 (13¢6)

4¢24 (8¢51)

0¢55 (7¢86)

5¢81 (4¢87)

Table 3: Rates of human and physical resources (per 1000 inhab.) in 2020 and its mean relative change (%) in relation to 2019.

were the only ones to indicate a positive trend in the
relationship between the relative change of procedures
and the SVI. The most significant drop in procedures
happened in the first quarter of the pandemic (MarchMay 2020), followed by a progressive stabilization.
However, most regions had not yet recovered by the end
of 2020 (Figures 5 and 6).

Discussion
Health systems worldwide are experiencing profound
and prolonged shocks from the COVID-19 pandemic,
raising attention to health system resilience. Haldane
et al. described that while there is no one-size-fits-all
path to resilience, well-performing countries have
implemented similar strategies against COVID-19.
Strategies such as including comprehensive and coordinated responses that consider and address health and
well-being as being intertwined with social and economic factors; ensuring resources to maintain pandemic-related and non-related routine and acute care;
and learning, monitoring and adjusting strategies
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according to evidence or the evolving epidemiological
scenario were key in the responses.
In Brazil, however, Bolsonaro’s government pushed
the health system response towards the opposite direction. The acute shock caused by the COVID-19 resulted
in a sharp drop in non-covid healthcare procedures in
the SUS. Results show that the distribution of resources
did not prioritize the most vulnerable states, which
were the most affected by the drop in procedures. Thus,
the increase in financing, workforce, and infrastructure
was not allocated to prevent the decrease in diagnostic
and screening procedures is particularly alarming, as
well as the drop in treatments that require complex surgeries (i.e., oncology, neurology and cardiac surgery).
Preparedness is a crucial aspect of resiliency in
health systems.7 Brazil has shown in the past the capacity to deal with shocks from disease outbreaks. The
country dealt with Dengue, Zika, and Yellow Fever outbreaks by relying on collaboration among the three levels of government, epidemiological surveillance,
primary health, and vaccination taskforces.10,16,17 However, in the past decade, the Brazilian health system was
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Figure 3. Trendlines of total of contracts signed divided by the total of workers and the rate per 1000 habitants of a given health
profession group.

characterized by chronically insufficient financing,18
reductions in federal resources19 and fiscal austerity
measures,20 which culminated in a systematic defunding of SUS.21 More recently, the discoordination of the
national processes that rule federal financial transfers to
states and municipalities also substantially impacted
the pandemic response.
The discoordination reduces federal accountability,
impairing the communication between governmental
powers preventing a timely response.22,23 The discoordination of the health system had significant impacts in
critical areas such as the distribution of personal protective equipment (PPE)24 oxygen, and mechanical ventilators to hospitals.25 Brazil passed its first provisional
measure for the COVID-19 response on March 13th,
2020. During this initial phase, despite recognizing the
need for a health system's expansion to deal with the
pandemic,26 normative measures disallowed the use of
federal transfers to increase human and physical resources. This restriction was only lifted in mid-April,
explaining the increase in hospital beds from April to
December (Figure 2).27
A health system's ability to maintain improvements
caused by the response to shock is an essential element
of resilience.28 Researchers recognized early on the
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pandemic that Brazil lacked hospital beds and ventilators to supply the incoming demand.29 Our results
show that the country reached its peak in ICU beds supply in the second semester 2020. The North region
experienced an especially accentuated increase, as a
large portion of the area had a chronic shortage of ICU
beds before 2020.30 Thus, it is particularly alarming
that, in the 4th quarter, the North region had already
lost some of the ICU beds acquired during the 3rd one.
A small number of regions also lost other types of hospital beds; this was likely caused by repurposing those
other hospital beds into ICU facilities.31 This repurposing likely contributed to the drop in healthcare procedures unrelated to COVID-19 treatment and control.
The significant increase of healthcare job positions
but not in the number of healthcare workers probably
imposed substantial influence on the number of frontline workers reporting burnout and experiencing a
decline in mental health and overall wellbeing.32,33 Medical doctors did not experience a similar change in the
rate per 1000 inhabitants or contracts per worker ratio.
This is likely because doctors already had the highest
proportion of job contracts per doctor. Thus, medical
doctors are already in short supply in a health system
that heavily relies on their work. Our graph in Figure 5
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STATE

NORTH

NORTHEAST

Screening

Irrepressible

Phys. Appoint.

Surgeries
LMC

Surgeries
HC

Transplants

Diagnostic

Ext. Causes

Childbirths

Other

Total

5327¢3 ( 48¢8)

Rond^
onia

24¢6 ( 61¢0)

51¢2 ( 14¢9)

2096¢3 ( 56¢5)

24¢3 ( 93¢8)

7¢6 ( 36¢0)

0¢0 ( 55¢0)

217¢4 ( 24¢8)

1¢9 ( 1¢6)

1¢6 ( 35¢8)

2877¢9 ( 38¢4)

Acre

10¢4 ( 59¢0)

15¢8 ( 7¢0)

914¢2 ( 34¢9)

13¢5 ( 88¢7)

4¢0 ( 4¢1)

0¢0 ( 30¢8)

85¢4 ( 27¢4)

0¢3 ( 3¢0)

1¢7 ( 5¢0)

1112¢6 ( 29¢2)

2163¢6 ( 34¢0)

Amazonas

40¢2 ( 52¢6)

29¢3 ( 0¢8)

1819¢6 ( 40¢5)

49¢6 ( 70¢8)

7¢6 ( 35¢0)

0¢0 ( 59¢4)

171¢1 ( 32¢3)

0¢6 ( 22¢5)

4¢7 ( 23¢8)

3172¢0 ( 27¢8)

5334¢6 ( 34¢1)

Roraima

5¢4 ( 71¢4)

6¢8 ( 34¢9)

226¢7 ( 65¢8)

3¢8 ( 58¢2)

2¢4 ( 26¢1)

0¢0 ( 60¢0)

47¢8 ( 51¢8)

0¢3 ( 34¢8)

1¢8 ( 19¢0)

391¢9 ( 53¢6)

693¢7 ( 58¢9)

Para

49¢3 ( 45¢3)

52¢6 ( 3¢4)

2767¢0 ( 46¢4)

136¢0 ( 62¢0)

15¢9 ( 24¢9)

0¢0 ( 52¢8)

394¢0 ( 12¢8)

1¢3 ( 26¢0)

5¢3 ( 23¢1)

3035¢4 ( 35¢9)

6739¢9 ( 39¢8)

Amapa

5¢1 ( 51¢6)

12¢4 ( 7¢4)

428¢7 ( 39¢7)

6¢3 ( 19¢9)

2¢6 ( 29¢2)

0¢0 ( 57¢1)

306¢6 (330¢5)

0¢2 ( 8¢9)

2¢0 ( 13¢8)

434¢0 ( 38¢2)

1214¢5 ( 21¢9)

Tocantins

39¢7 ( 34¢5)

40¢1 ( 11¢3)

1985¢8 ( 41¢3)

27¢9 ( 63¢7)

9¢3 ( 33¢5)

0¢0 ( 40¢7)

163¢3 ( 41¢9)

0¢7 ( 32¢4)

3¢1 ( 24¢2)

2854¢4 ( 31¢4)

5146¢0 ( 36¢3)
16397¢6 ( 35¢0)

Maranh~ao

152¢9 ( 19¢8)

93¢7 ( 11¢7)

8864¢6 ( 36¢9)

193¢1 ( 50¢4)

23¢7 ( 29¢1)

0¢0 ( 36¢5)

597¢1 ( 24¢8)

1¢8 ( 24¢3)

8¢3 ( 22¢9)

6312¢5 ( 32¢6)

Piauí

40¢2 ( 70¢2)

96¢0 ( 6¢2)

1506¢2 ( 47¢2)

63¢3 ( 70¢7)

12¢3 ( 41¢1)

0¢0 ( 29¢5)

124¢8 ( 57¢9)

0¢6 ( 38¢0)

3¢8 ( 19¢3)

3672¢0 ( 38¢0)

5685¢6 ( 43¢1)

Ceara

100¢0 ( 47¢0)

165¢3 ( 6¢5)

3916¢6 ( 49¢7)

78¢5 ( 61¢3)

31¢1 ( 20¢3)

0¢1 ( 41¢8)

312¢8 ( 55¢7)

1¢5 ( 23¢7)

7¢2 ( 19¢4)

10647¢4 ( 14¢9)

15407¢9 ( 29¢7)

Rio Grande

30¢4 ( 55¢7)

66¢3 ( 5¢3)

1690¢1 ( 57¢5)

76¢1 ( 65¢9)

11¢7 ( 25¢5)

0¢0 ( 51¢4)

121¢4 ( 37¢6)

0¢7 ( 21¢0)

2¢4 ( 14¢6)

4440¢5 ( 9¢5)

6491¢3 ( 32¢2)

Paraíba

72¢2 ( 52¢6)

108¢5 ( 6¢8)

2771¢9 ( 39¢7)

150¢3 ( 18¢8)

17¢9 ( 27¢9)

0¢0 ( 62¢5)

307¢2 ( 51¢6)

0¢6 ( 10¢9)

5¢4 ( 13¢4)

7348¢4 ( 11¢7)

10865¢2 ( 23¢7)

Pernambuco

72¢7 ( 52¢5)

103¢5 ( 4¢5)

2871¢7 ( 43¢6)

89¢8 ( 39¢4)

14¢7 ( 33¢5)

0¢0 ( 61¢1)

343¢2 ( 13¢4)

0¢8 ( 22¢0)

4¢8 ( 15¢8)

5969¢0 ( 21¢1)

9551¢9 ( 30¢2)

Alagoas

78¢5 ( 42¢0)

71¢6 ( 8¢3)

2024¢3 ( 40¢5)

24¢8 ( 77¢3)

12¢8 ( 31¢2)

0¢0 ( 65¢9)

165¢2 ( 28¢9)

0¢9 (12¢3)

5¢0 ( 0¢1)

4442¢6 ( 17¢6)

7126¢9 ( 27¢3)

Sergipe

25¢1 ( 53¢7)

38¢4 (2¢6)

1611¢0 ( 19¢9)

21¢5 ( 67¢8)

6¢5 ( 24¢8)

0¢0 ( 73¢1)

92¢8 ( 43¢1)

0¢2 ( 1¢6)

3¢8 (3¢1)

2930¢4 ( 25¢8)

4765¢0 ( 25¢3)

do Norte

SOUTHEAST

SOUTH

Bahia

157¢6 ( 49¢8)

189¢0 ( 4¢6)

5491¢0 ( 37¢4)

102¢0 ( 61¢0)

35¢8 ( 28¢9)

0¢1 ( 60¢5)

479¢9 ( 32¢6)

2¢3 ( 14¢1)

12¢0 ( 10¢4)

11776¢4 ( 15¢6)

18573¢7 ( 25¢3)

Minas Gerais

471¢3 ( 42¢7)

845¢9 ( 9¢1)

19681¢3 ( 42¢2)

436¢6 ( 75¢6)

119¢9 ( 26¢3)

0¢4 ( 42¢7)

2153¢1 ( 32¢2)

8¢5 ( 8¢2)

26¢5 ( 9¢8)

62741¢0 ( 9¢5)

87212¢8 ( 21¢9)

Espírito Santo

9¢6 ( 57¢9)

12¢9 ( 9¢3)

422¢8 ( 54¢5)

6¢9 ( 69¢0)

2¢8 ( 30¢9)

0¢0 ( 53¢3)

51¢6 ( 42¢4)

0¢1 ( 24¢7)

0¢6 ( 6¢5)

1794¢7 ( 19¢6)

2310¢9 ( 30¢7)

Rio de Janeiro

53¢3 ( 43¢3)

61¢4 ( 11¢3)

2569¢0 ( 44¢1)

46¢3 ( 63¢1)

8¢9 ( 26¢0)

0¢0 ( 40¢7)

376¢0 ( 19¢1)

0¢6 ( 1¢1)

2¢8 ( 4¢2)

4522¢0 ( 11¢8)

7804¢9 ( 27¢5)

S~ao Paulo

715¢9 ( 37¢9)

477¢2 ( 7¢3)

22167¢2 ( 39¢4)

340¢0 ( 67¢5)

82¢1 ( 28¢6)

0¢4 ( 37¢4)

2609¢7 ( 28¢9)

3¢6 ( 25¢3)

18¢6 ( 7¢9)

69851¢6 ( 12¢7)

96777¢4 ( 22¢1)

Parana

177¢2 ( 41¢6)

167¢5 ( 11¢5)

6286¢9 ( 39¢8)

98¢7 ( 68¢3)

38¢2 ( 30¢2)

0¢1 ( 39¢5)

541¢2 ( 33¢8)

2¢1 ( 9¢8)

6¢3 ( 14¢3)

21413¢6 ( 13¢0)

28967¢6 ( 22¢1)

Santa

153¢6 ( 35¢6)

108¢0 ( 14¢2)

5228¢7 ( 36¢3)

93¢9 ( 66¢2)

26¢0 ( 33¢5)

0¢1 ( 49¢1)

485¢7 ( 31¢2)

0¢9 ( 31¢1)

5¢3 ( 14¢2)

16450¢9 ( 15¢3)

22815¢5 ( 22¢5)

273¢1 ( 34¢1)

240¢6 ( 13¢5)

7656¢0 ( 33¢6)

234¢5 ( 62¢4)

49¢5 ( 21¢8)

0¢1 ( 47¢3)

842¢9 ( 24¢2)

1¢8 ( 18¢1)

7¢9 ( 7¢8)

17853¢2 ( 15¢0)

27596¢3 ( 22¢7)

25¢3 ( 52¢6)

32¢3 ( 4¢5)

1047¢6 ( 46¢3)

16¢3 ( 64¢6)

5¢9 ( 29¢3)

0¢0 ( 53¢6)

76¢6 ( 56¢3)

0¢3 ( 30¢9)

1¢4 ( 10¢4)

2479¢8 ( 27¢0)

3709¢5 ( 35¢2)

14735¢2 ( 32¢9)

Catarina
Rio Grande
do Sul
CENTER
WEST

Mato Grosso
do Sul
Mato Grosso

66¢8 ( 49¢3)

112¢7 ( 6¢7)

4895¢9 ( 42¢4)

718¢0 (256¢4)

20¢2 ( 28¢7)

0¢1 ( 32¢5)

463¢0 ( 30¢0)

1¢7 ( 33¢3)

5¢9 ( 15¢5)

8331¢9 ( 30¢8)

Goias

97¢8 ( 50¢1)

138¢8 ( 11¢5)

4715¢4 ( 41¢1)

274¢8 (30¢6)

24¢6 ( 23¢7)

0¢1 ( 31¢3)

410¢9 ( 34¢5)

1¢5 ( 36¢0)

4¢4 ( 15¢2)

11757¢5 ( 10¢7)

17539¢4 ( 22¢5)

Distrito

3¢7 ( 39¢7)

5¢6 ( 3¢1)

155¢5 ( 23¢0)

1¢8 ( 52¢3)

1¢2 ( 14¢3)

0¢0 ( 55¢6)

20¢1 ( 7¢2)

0¢1 ( 18¢3)

0¢4 ( 9¢8)

675¢0 ( 15¢5)

869¢5 ( 17¢0)

3181¢84

3251¢47

120570¢00

2957¢66

587¢78

1¢74

13052¢88

33¢98

151¢91

306530¢10

454968¢90

Federal
BRAZIL

( 42¢53)

( 8¢48)

( 41¢16)

( 59¢66)

( 27¢89)

( 44¢74)

( 28¢90)

( 19¢12)

( 12¢60)

( 15¢46)

( 25¢60)

Table 4: Rates of procedures (per 100 hab.) in 2020 and its mean relative change (%) in relation to 2019.
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Figure 4. Relative change distribution of procedures rates in health regions by procedure group, major region, and quarter. *Signiﬁcant at the 5% level.

only shows trends starting in 2019, but Brazilian healthcare workers have been subjected − and sometimes succumbed to − overworking and burnout for quite some
time.34 The dissolution of legislative measures that
increased the legal limit of hours healthcare workers
could work per week likely aggravated the already grim
reality these workers were facing.35 It is necessary to further inquiry into the dynamics that caused the loss of
job positions for medical doctors and physiotherapists
in Rio de Janeiro e Piauı.
The impact of COVID-19 on health systems across
the world was seen mainly as a problem to be dealt with
in the present, with little planning regarding its future
impacts. However, the near collapse of health systems
and the fear caused by a scientific denialist government
in Brazil affected the pandemic response and set a pessimistic perspective for the future. Procedures to care for
non-covid related causes had an intense drop in 2020.
A proportion of those who avoided going to hospitals or
clinical appointments or had their visits cancelled by
physicians due to an overcrowded hospital or fear of
infection will lead to poorer outcomes in the near to
mid future.36 Those individuals - especially those with
chronic conditions - are referred to as “invisible
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patients,” The consequence is an incoming “third
wave”, as it was called in 2021.37
The drop in diagnostic and screening procedures is
particularly concerning. The sudden drop in the reporting of new cancer cases is worrisome.38 There is an indication that the pandemic already impacted patients
potentially needing surgeries by delaying diagnostic and
treatment.39 The impact in oral and oropharyngeal biopsies40 and hospitalizations41 have been documented in
Brazil, but more studies are required to explore the
implications in other cancer types. The same scenario
seen in diagnostic and screening procedures is also
found in surgeries, especially low and medium complexity ones. Social distancing and the recommendation
that individuals did not leave their homes unless strictly
necessary, together with hospitals postponing procedures to focus on COVID-19 patients, meant a reduction
of elective surgeries. This fact did not occur only in Brazil. Countries with more robust health systems, such as
Italy42 Spain43 and different regions of Asia, also
reported an impact in elective procedures.44,45 Although
part of the drop in procedures can be attributed to
changes in the population’s behavior, we argue that the
lack of plans of action in place, such as screening
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Figure 5. Correlations between Socioeconomic Vulnerability Index and relative change of healthcare production by procedure
group and UF. *Signiﬁcant at the 5% level.

campaigns adapted to the COVID-19 reality and strategies incentivizing vulnerable populations to go to hospitals in the case of any non-COVID-19 related
symptoms, led to the reduction of timely diagnoses and
procedures.
The WHO recommends social isolation to slow the
rate of infection. Some Brazilian governors and mayors
adopted the measure despite the federal government's
reluctance. These measures also impacted injuries by
external causes, reducing the number of hospitalizations that would have happened under normal circumstances. This study shows that all regions experienced a
drop in medical procedures related to external causes in
the first quarter of the pandemic, likely due to a decline
in traffic and road accidents.46,47 The impact on deaths
by external causes is also likely one of the main factors
of the drop in organ transplantations.48
The drop in childbirths shown in this study is yet
unexplored in Brazil. Our data are only related to childbirths performed at the public health system, but it is
unlikely that women moved to the private sector in large
quantities. The more likely explanation is that the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the fear
of infection made women decide to postpone a possible
pregnancy. A similar scenario was seen during the Zika
Virus outbreak of 2016 in Brazil.49 There is no substantial evidence that this trend, which appears to have happened worldwide, should be attributed to sociocultural
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factors alone.50,51 The possibility that this drop should
be attributed to physiopathological effects of the SARSCoV-2 is being investigated; however, more studies are
needed to explore causal links.52,53
Irrepressible procedures show a different pattern
than the other groups. The decline in the number of
procedures seems to have started before the pandemic
arrived in the country, and then it slowly returned to its
typical values. This is not an effect of the pandemic but
rather the result of a change in the registry norms for
some oncological treatment procedures, implemented
in May 2019.54 The robust stabilization seen in the last
two quarters of 2020 suggests that health facilities were
able to maintain their levels of oncological and nephrological treatments.
Despite the country's health services inequalities, the
evidence exposes a critical similarity of the country's
response: Brazil's effort to deal with the pandemic was
centered around the hospital's human and physical resources instead of preventive actions on primary care.
Although further investigation is needed to infer causation
from this policy decision, it is possible to argue that SUS
and its decentralized structure rapidly increase health system capacity when increased financial support is given.
This aspect highlights a positive element of SUS
resilience. Despite being worsened by the lack of federal
support to manage the crises, health system functionality remains due to municipal government’s role in
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Figure 6. Relative change distribution of procedures rates in health regions by major region and quarter and correlation between
Socioeconomic Vulnerability Index and relative change of healthcare production by UF. *Signiﬁcant at the 5% level.

service delivery, ensuring large-scale public health interventions in a continental and profoundly unequal country. As a result, more than 143 million Brazilians (70%
of population) were fully vaccinated for COVID-19 as of
January 2022,55 despite Bolsonaro’s government rhetoric against vaccination.
Regarding the federal response in the COVID-19
pandemic, the federal law for Health Emergency of
National Importance (ESPIN − Emerg^encia de Sa
ude
P
ublica de Import^
ancia Nacional) is clear in attributing
an explicit mandate to the MoH for coordinating the
health system responses. A Parliamentary Commission
was established in 2021 to investigate the federal government's omissions in responding to the pandemic.
The president was charged for nine crimes, and the
Attorney General's Office opened six preliminary investigations to analyze facts reported in the Covid Parliamentary Commission report.
Our study has some limitations. All indicators presented were compared to a single year (2019), which may
not reflect variability from the past period. This study also
did not consider funding from congressmen amendments
that could have impacted the funding profile and resource
volume. The registry of healthcare procedures, health facilities characteristics, and health spending is prone to
errors, delays, and biases. However, we believe that,
although this limitation has some impact, its effect is
probably attenuated by the data wrangling process of the
datasets and by the decentralized nature of the data registration. It is also possible that the pandemic could have
substantially changed the proportion of the population
covered by private insurance. Although there was an
increase in this ratio, it is unlikely to have impacted our
results.56 Another limitation is the fact that this paper is
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mainly descriptive. We did not intend to draw causality on
our work but instead to present the pandemic's impacts
quantitatively and systematically.
Continuous defunding and the breach of the SUS
collaborative management undermined the health system functionality and weakened the country's historical
resilience to deal with novel pandemics. Although the
federal government increased the funding to states and
municipalities, it failed to properly distribute the funding and support the health system's response to those
with higher needs. State and municipal governments
mitigated the impact despite the continuous mismanagement by using their own resources to cover the additional expenditure required to increase infrastructure
and health workers positions. However, these efforts
had limitations and were not enough to completely stop
the overburden of the health system caused by COVID19, resulting in poorer outcomes. The lack of proper
planning led to the 25% decrease in healthcare procedures and increased the already existing health disparities in the country. The repressed procedures of 2020
and 2021 will burden the country for the years to come.
It is necessary to investigate the extent of this impact to
better prepare the country to its consequences.
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